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BACKGROUND: ETFs are the 21st Century’s
investment product

Central to the development of exchange traded
funds (ETF) is the Vanguard Group Inc a privately
owned US investment firm founded by Jack Bogle
in 1975. Bogle launched the world’s first index
tracker fund, the Vanguard 500 index fund (NYSE:
VOO) in August 1976. The Vanguard Group
introduced a range of inexpensive ETFs enabling
investors to track global equity indices, sectors,
bonds,
investment
themes,
international
currencies.
“Jack Bogle has done more for the
American investor than any other
man in the country. When Jack
started he was the subject of
derision and attacks……today we
talk in terms of index funds holding
trillions of dollars.
I estimate Jack has left tens of billions in the pockets
of investors, and that will be hundreds of billions
over time”.
Warren Buffett
2017 Berkshire Hathaway annual meeting.
The ETF has started to replace traditional
investing approaches which focused on picking
individual companies or based on economic
cycles. This is largely due to global distribution
and high institutional demand.

ETF’s have certain typical characteristics:Structured computer managed portfolios that
deliver returns similar to those of an underlying
benchmark index, or that follow an investment
theme or provide specific exposure to given
asset classes
Highly liquid investments that can be bought
and sold at close to net asset value per share
ISA/ SIPP eligible
Stamp duty exempt hence a saving of 0.5% per
trade
Low annual costs
Tax efficient usually due to its Irish corporate
domicile

ETFs have changed the financial landscape
enabling:Financial supermarkets to distribute high
quality ETFs direct to an increasingly global
customer base
Changes in the role of financial intermediaries
such as brokers, financial advisers, pension
advisers. There is a reduced need for advisers
to advise clients on individual companies or
strategies.
A low-cost approach to portfolio investment
that undercuts traditional and higher cost
methods such as unit trusts/ mutual funds/
investment trusts.
Time saving, investors get portfolio diversity
without having to make portfolio allocation/
rebalancing decisions.
Primary, secondary, tertiary listings – the same
ETF is often available in different stock
exchanges and denominated in a range of
currencies.
Investors to adopt a ‘thematic’ portfolio
approach i.e. select a spread of investments on
the basis of investment themes such as ‘clean
energy’, ‘artificial intelligence’, ‘robotics’, ‘space
travel’.
Improved tax efficiency – ETFs are either
accumulating (ACC) or distribution (DIS) so the
holder can delay the receipt of income i.e. roll
up income in the fund rather than receiving
annual cash income. This gives ETFs increased
optionality and a competitive advantage over
other financial investments.

HOW IS AN ETF STRUCTURED?

An ETF is structured to closely replicate the
performance of a given asset or asset class, an
index, a sector, bond, currency or commodity.

(A swap contract occurs where 2 parties agree to
exchange the cash flows or liabilities from 2
different financial instruments).

If we take the Vanguard 500 index fund as an
example, this ETF tracks the blue chip US S&P
500. This is known as benchmarking.

A synthetic ETF involves counterparty risk i.e. the
risk that the corporate failure of the swap
counterparty will prevent the counterparty fulfilling
their contract. This is a rather technical and rare
event and would only be relevant in the event of a
very large bank or insurer failure that would delay
or prevent the delivery of assets under a swap
contract.

The ETF will have a given benchmark i.e. an index
that it is relevant to, the exposure to which, it is
attempting to match.
The ETF typically holds investments in proportion
to an index by matching the exposure of the
index to its underlying assets. This means the ETF
will invest in all index constituents in proportion
to their weight in the index.
If, for example HSBC is 4% of the index, the ETF
tracking the index will have hold 4% of its assets
in HSBC.
It can achieve this using two alternative methods.

1) A ‘physical’ ETF owns the underlying assets i.e.
the shares in the index. The ETF administrator will
create a portfolio file every evening that will
identify the contents of the fund for the next
morning adjusted for cash received and corporate
actions. This file tells the market maker how much
they must pay to create new units or what they get
for redeeming the ETF.
2) A ‘synthetic’ ETF relies on swap transactions
between banks to achieve a result that closely
replicates an index value. The portfolio
composition file in this case is derived from the
index constituents. Due to changes in cash levels
via dividends received and weighting adjustments
there are regular small adjustments to the swap
contracts.

An ETF uses custodian banks appointed by the ETF
administrator to hold assets.

TRACKING DIFFERENCE AND REASONS
WHY IT EXISTS
The ETF should achieve a similar performance
outcome to the benchmark index performance
without precisely exactly matching it. This is called
a tracking difference, or tracking ‘error’, the
divergence between a portfolio and its
benchmark.

b) Total expense ratio (TER)- an ETF will have to
finance expenses such as fees to the ETF provider/
custodian/ listing fees/ transaction expenses etc.
An index does not have expenses. Any annual
charge will increase the tracking difference
between the index and the ETF.
The Total Expense Ratio: Annual Total Expenses
Annual ETF Net Assets

Tracking difference can increase for all the
following reasons:a) Any portfolio of assets (ETFs included) is
characteristically different to an index. The
former is a money value derived from market
prices and pricing conventions (where a portfolio
valuation is assumed to be equal to a closing
price). The latter is a number, mathematically
derived from prices and other numbers. It is a bit
like apples and oranges!
For example, the Dow Jones Industrial Average is
a number derived from the square root of the
sum of its component companies’ valuations. The
Dow index does not take into account cash,
dividends accrued or paid, tax liabilities, trading
expenses etc.
An ETF portfolio valuation is a derived liquidated
money value that sums share values, cash,
foreign exchange movements, withholding taxes
but not dividend accruals. A portfolio valuation
will not take into account the likely accrued tax
position on liquidation i.e. the portfolio’s
realizable value.
So, any index when compared to an ETF, will by
nature contain inherent discrepancies between
the two.
An index has a further major advantage over an
ETF. If an index constituent goes into
administration or receivership, it drops out of the
index and is replaced by another company. The
index value might not move much as a result. This
is called survivorship. However if a portfolio
holding becomes worthless, that represents a
portfolio loss that is not replaced, the portfolio
value will reflect that loss.

c) Cash – as any bank manager will tell you, holding
cash is expensive- an ETF might hold 2%-4% of its
net assets in cash. A cash account normally earns
interest at prevailing money market interest rates
which is independent of an ETF benchmark. This is
known as the “cash drag”, the higher cash holdings,
the greater the drag.
d) Sampling – an ETF tracker might track a
representative sample of an index and exclude the
bottom 10%. Sampling would increase the tracking
difference.
e) Timing issues – an index can rebalance or
change its index constituents overnight. A
rebalancing alters the weightings of other index
constituents. This can happen if a new IPO occurs
and the new company quickly enters the index. An
ETF may struggle initially to acquire the requisite
weighting in the new IPO due to stock availability,
cash constraints.

RELATIONSHIP WITH NET ASSET
VALUE (NAV)

RISK FACTORS

An ETF is likely to trade close to its net asset
value, with only small divergence. The net asset
value represents the value of the fund’s
underlying assets at the end of the last trading
day whilst the ETF price is the value of the shares
during the trading day.

An ETF investor is not in a risk-free environment.
An ETF investor will be taking capital markets risks
including:-

For ETFs that do not trade frequently the “last
price traded” may not correspond to the daily
change in the net asset value. This is a bit
technical but basically means there can be some
variability during the day between the traded
price and yesterday’s closing value.

ETF CHARGES
Ongoing annual ETF charges are typically sub
0.5% p.a. and often under 0.25% p.a. This cost
structure is far cheaper than investment trust
alternatives, often less than one third of the cost
of investment trusts. The fee structure provides
significant investor savings especially for medium
and longer term investors.
Assuming a 0.75% p.a. fee saving from investing
in ETFs (0.25% p.a.) over investment trusts (1%)
would save 7.5% of the portfolio over 10 years.

Risk of adverse market movement i.e. a
decline in the underlying assets which will be
replicated by an ETF decline of similar size.
Risk of declining income and significant
variability in income returns from the ETF.
Liquidity risks – in extreme market conditions
i.e. during September 2008 there were
problems in liquidating money market linked
funds that briefly “broke the dollar” i.e. traded
at under $1 (in one case at 97 cents). Liquidity
levels can vary and in stressed market
conditions can impact pricing. Liquidity issues
impact ETFs disproportionately, for smaller
ETFs this issue can be more prevalent.
ESG/Impact Investing – historically ETF index
trackers ignored the fact that some index
constituent companies create moral or ethical
dilemmas for ESG sensitive investors. The
typical blue chip index can contain ‘sin’ stocks
i.e. companies engaged in arms, tobacco,
gambling etc. The ETF industry has addressed
the ESG issue by providing screened ETFs that
have removed such companies are non-ESG
compliant.
“Index irrationality” if the benchmark index
became populated with numerous companies
that were valued ‘irrationally’, this briefly
occurred in late 1999/ early 2000 and there
have been examples since of companies
whose valuations fulfilled bubble criteria. An
ETF would have to include such companies in
its fund. Typically the ETF would have to buy
those companies in direct proportion to their
weighting to achieve index replication. This is
undesirable when such valuations deflate, as
inevitably happens.

SIGNIFICANT GROWTH IN GLOBAL
ETFS

CONCLUSION
ETFs can serve an important function within an
investment portfolio. They enable the capture of
index like returns at a low cost. They greatly assist
and simplify the asset allocation decision making
by removing the need to find proxy individual
securities as fair representations of exposure to
given asset classes or sectors.

Number of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) worldworld from 2003 to
2020
Source: www.statista.com

In the last decade, global ETF assets have grown
from $770bn to over $7trn. About $5trn of those
funds are US based with the balance US$2trn
almost equally split between the UK/ EU and
China/ Asia Pacific.
The rapid growth and adoption of ETFs can be
illustrated by the success of the iShares franchise.

ETF holders should not expect the ETF to precisely
replicate an index, though it should come close,
possibly within single digit percentages over the
course of a typical year.
Extreme market conditions and volatility will
impact ETF volatility, increase cash demand and
reduce demand for ETF assets. Unless the ETF is
structured to hedge against market conditions
they will reflect market factors. Capital remains at
risk.
Exchange traded funds are a disruptive form of
investment class that are better placed to offer
improved investor returns due to their lower
upfront and ongoing charges and savings on
stamp duty. Their industry growth trends are
firmly established and likely to persist in the
coming decade.
The old adage is ‘if you can’t beat them, join
them”. We would advise that ETFs be considered
as vital portfolio additions.

Source: www.youtube.com
iShares is a brand and business unit of BlackRock
Inc – the world largest fund manager with c.
US$10trn of investor funds under management.
When iShares was launched in 1999, it was part of
Barclays Global Investors (BGI) the fund
management unit of Barclays Bank plc.
Unfortunately for Barclays, its board sold BGI to
BlackRock Inc in 2010.
This deal proved a windfall for BlackRock whose
global distribution of iShares ETFs enabled funds
under management to grow from $300bn when
BGI was acquired to over US$2trn by 2020.
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EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS (ETFs)
ETFs are investment funds, traded like shares which hold assets such as shares, commodities or bonds.
They normally closely track the performance of a financial index, and as such, their value can go down as
well as up and you may get back less then you originally invested. Some ETFs rely on complex investment
techniques, or hold riskier underlying assets, to achieve their objectives.
The value of an ETF may be affected by market values, interest rates, exchange rates, volatility, dividend
yields and issuer credit ratings. These factors are interrelated in complex ways and, as a result, any losses
or gains could be magnified.

Ready to invest?
If you would like to to hear more about Exchange Traded Funds and how you
can invest, please get in touch with us to discuss your investment requirements.
At CSS we have pooled a team of experienced and talented brokers, analysts and
senior industry practitioners. Each draws on their unique experience to deliver a
professional trading experience to you individually. We pride ourselves on our
customer service which can be seen from our reviews and testimonials.
KEY BENEFITS
Personalised service
Expert professional advice
Competitive commission rates on all trades
In-house research
Daily market comment
Portfolio analysis
Daily market buy/sell ideas
Sector reports
Trade a wide variety of investment products
Instant online access to view your account
Invitations to our seminars
Learn about sophisticated investment strategies
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